The role
of agents
Jim Harra comments on the role of

KEY POINTS
What’s the issue?
Tax advisers are one of the most
system. Having the right professional
standards, and the right tools to

What can I take away?

employer and they can view their tax

call for evidence on raising standards in
to get involved.
What does it mean to me?
many professional bodies already do
that improves and maintains standards.

I

deliver the latest government responses to
adopt a low-risk approach to tax
planning and are transparent with

So, what do good agents do?
Tax advisers play a key role in the

tax adviser to help them with their tax

that both good and bad tax advisers have.
in order and free to concentrate on their
and tax advisers – can work towards
tax, agents can also signpost
them to the reliefs and
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However, there is scope for agents to

I also recognise the excellent work
that professional bodies play in
research and development tax credits, we

recent years, we saw the refresh of the

This is an approach we want to
a small minority have acted criminally,
bodies on enforcement of these
standards; for example, by referring

we want to change.
compliant.

I have listened to that feedback in
partnership we have with them. However,
have already made improvements as a
review of the loan charge, which
or poor professional standards by an
agent who belongs to a professional
body, we can report that agent to their
body and ask them to consider taking

Agents were facing delays in receiving

amended the service to enable them

them so badly.

Changing the behaviour of some
agents

agents who have acted dishonestly. In
the most extreme and severe cases, we
altogether.
For agents who are not members of a
professional body, we are developing a
one session.

and some are not professionally
competent or do not adhere to
acceptable professional standards.

paper, ‘Tackling promoters of mass-

tax avoidance schemes. Despite the fact
that many tax agents have moved away

promoters of mass market avoidance
schemes are rarely members of a
professional body.

copied across. Agents can now also
they have sent to their clients

Support for good agents and action
against bad actors
agents play in the tax system, we work
sending in repayment claims on behalf of
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ways in which we do this is by
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The call for evidence
sectors with an interest in this are

advising taxpayers, located

improve standards, as well as the

Therefore, we have extended the

we all work in.
It takes an open and exploratory

In conclusion

standards. These approaches range

professionals who have provided

appropriate;

deliver these responses as
partnership with the agent professional
by agents who are members;
online systems, where we have engaged
with advisers to improve standards and
those standards do not improve; and
we will also work closely with other
parts of government and local

their professional bodies to maintain
and improve standards. I want clients

profession can play in delivering a high

advice they receive is correct and that

whilst recognising that there is work to

their best interests.
with a tax advisory profession that,
we hear from as many interested
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Programme topics include:
• Emerging GAARs in international tax
• Taxation and the digital economy
• International tax dispute resolution now and looking ahead
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